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the benson latin american collection is the
repository of the papers of joann and rupert reyes,

which contains a rich assortment of materials
from their decades working with teatro vivo and

other theater companies. according to the
archival notes, teatro vivo has garnered numerous
nominations for acting, writing, and design from

local theater award councils, including the b. iden
payne awards and the austin critics table awards,
and the company continues to serve as an active
contributor to the arts community in austin. joann

and rupert led the company as the executive
director and artistic director, respectively, until

they stepped down in 2016. both of the reyeshave
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received accolades for their work, including the
community leadership award from the university
of texas at austin (their alma mater) in 2008 and
the partners in the arts and humanities award by
the austin city council in 2011. they continue to

serve as advisors to teatro vivo and remain
significant cultural ambassadors for latino theater
in the united states. their family has been in the
theater and entertainment business for several

generations, and their more than 40-year
marriage has provided stability for them to work

on several theater productions in partnership with
teatro vivo, including casa de benavides, the

ordinary life, rechycamis, and teatro de la amistad
(with the pena family). they also helped to found
and serve as artistic directors of the texas latino
theater festival for five years. yara garcia rubio
has been honored as an emerging writer by the

society of children’s book writers and illustrators,
is a recipient of the theodor seuss national

geographic children’s book award, and her books
have garnered national attention in newspapers
and magazines including the wall street journal,

the los angeles times, and the san francisco
chronicle. she is the editorial director for the
nocturnals book company, and you can learn

more about her work and other projects on her
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website.
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cristina is excited to go trick-or-treating at her
grandparents' house. she's never seen the inside
of their huge house before and is eager to explore

it. when she accidentally opens a locked door,
she's faced with an underground world. hidden
underneath the house are the magi's command

center, a theatre and a recording studio. as
cristina attempts to find her way back to the real

world, she must solve puzzles, find clues, and
negotiate between her sense of adventure and
the safety of her friends. alma flor ada is a fun

fantasy adventure that young readers will love. in
this story, alma flor ada takes her readers to an

ancient city called the emerald realm. the emerald
realm is a place where magic is a reality. in this
world, the pages of a book change the story line.

as cristina explores the world of the emerald
realm, she learns how her family became its

guardians, and she is determined to find a way to
return home. cristina is excited to go trick-or-

treating at her grandparents' house. she's never
seen the inside of their huge house before and is

eager to explore it. when she accidentally opens a
locked door, she's faced with an underground
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world. hidden underneath the house are the
magi's command center, a theatre and a

recording studio. as cristina attempts to find her
way back to the real world, she must solve

puzzles, find clues, and negotiate between her
sense of adventure and the safety of her friends.

alma flor ada is a fun fantasy adventure that
young readers will love. alma flor ada grew up
with her extended family in a big house on the
outskirts of camagey, cuba. as a young girl, she

loved to read, play outside on the farm, and listen
to her mother sing old ballads at bedtime. alma
flor's grandmother used to recite poetry and tell

her traditional folktales. after studying english and
attending bilingual schools, alma flor ada earned a
scholarship to a college in the united states at the

age of 17. 5ec8ef588b
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